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Hi my name is Elizabeth Havey, resident of the City of San Diego, and I want to comment about the Agenda Item #4 regarding the OVERVIEW OF THE PORT’S DRAFT MARITIME CLEAN AIR
STRATEGY. The MCAS as it currently stands has yet to set strong goals and strategies to help reduce the Port’s carbon footprint and improve air quality for Portside communities. Every day heavy-duty trucks
charge through these neighborhoods driving to and from the Port polluting the air with diesel particulate matter. It is not just the trucks. Ships, forklifts, welding, painting, and more spew diesel pollution and other
toxins into our air. MCAS must right their wrongs and protect the portside communities. We understand that the CERP in fact sets even stronger and more robust strategies to reduce carbon emissions in these
portside communities. I would like to see the MCAS embed similar goals and metrics to assure there is a plan to transition to 100% ZEV by 2030.
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From: Diane Takvorian
To: Vargas, Nora; Flores, David
Cc: Joy Williams; Danny Serrano
Subject: EHC Comments on APCD Items #3 & 4 - July 16, 2021
Attachments: EHC_CommentLetter_CERP_May7_2021.pdf

Dear Chair Vargas,
 
I am writing to you in regards to two items on the July 16, 2021 Governing Board meeting. EHC staff
and community leaders will be testifying at the meeting, however I wanted to provide you with a
brief summary of EHC’s position on two important items in advance of the meeting.
 
Item # 3 Portside Community Emission Reduction Plan – SUPPORT
 
EHC has participated in the Portside Communities AB 617 process since its inception as we
nominated the communities and have served on the Community Steering Committee since its
inception in 2018. We participated as well in all of the subcommittees that met to develop the
actions and strategies in the draft CERP. The Community Emission Reduction Plan CERP was
developed through an almost 3-year community participatory process and we thank the community
members who have given so many hours of their time to engage in this process. We also thank APCD
staff who worked so hard to develop the CERP and those engaged in air monitoring, enforcement,
and incentives programs.   Attached please find our most recent letter of support.   EHC encourages
the APCD board to approve the DRAFT CERP. 
 
Item #4  Port of San Diego Maritime Clean Air Strategy – SUPPORT Port MCAS Aligned with CERP
goals
 
The Maritime Clean Air Strategy (MCAS) is focused on reducing air pollution from Port of San Diego
operations on the Tenth Avenue and National City terminals as well from port tenants.  The MCAS is
a critically important element to achieve the goals of the CERP so the two plans must be aligned. 
The Board of Port Commissioners has determined that the MCAS should be ambitious and
aspirational as it strives to significantly reduce air pollution, especially from heavy duty trucks, ships
and cargo handling equipment as it elevates health equity and racial justice and accelerates the
timeline for installing heavy duty truck charging stations at TAMT and NCMT as well as throughout
the region. 
 
EHC requests that the APCD Governing Board express your support for a Port MCAS that aligns
with the CERP goals in all regards but specifically related to heavy duty truck transition to ZEV,
installation of charging stations and improving health in Portside communities.
 
Thank you for your consideration of our requests.  Please contact myself, Joy Williams for the CERP
and Danny Serrano for the MCAS if you have any questions or would like to discuss our
recommendations further.
 
All the best,
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May 7, 2021 


 


Domingo Vigil, Deputy Director 


San Diego County Air Pollution Control District 


10124 Old Grove Road | San Diego, California  92131 


 


Via email to: apcdoutreach@sdcounty.ca.gov 


 


Re: EHC Comments on Final Portside CERP 


 


Dear Mr. Vigil: 


 


Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) thanks San Diego Air Pollution Control District staff for 


the opportunity to comment on the draft Final Portside Community Emission Reduction Plan 


(CERP). 


Introduction 


 


Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) is a 41-year-old environmental justice organization.  


EHC builds grassroots campaigns to confront the unjust consequences of toxic pollution, 


discriminatory land use, and air pollution. Through leader development, organizing and 


advocacy, EHC improves the health of children, families, neighborhoods and the natural 


environment in the San Diego/Tijuana region.  EHC has participated in the AB 617 Steering 


Committee from its inception onward. We participated as well in all of the subcommittees that 


met to develop the actions and strategies in the draft CERP. 


 


This Community Emission Reduction Plan was developed through an almost 3-year community 


participatory process that began with Steering Committee meetings in October of 2018, and 


continued with active subcommittee meetings from June 2020 through the present. We thank the 


community members who have given so many hours of their time to engage in this process.  


 


We also thank APCD staff, including those leading the meetings and developing the CERP, as 


well as staff engaged in air monitoring, enforcement, and incentives programs.  Our comments 


on the draft CERP follow. 


 


Comments on Final CERP with Phase II Strategies and Actions 


 


Support for Overall Goals 


 


EHC supports the inclusion in Chapter 7, the Actions and Strategies chapter, of a set of Overall 


Goals for the CERP. These aspirational goals set forth quantified measures and timelines that 


address the community’s highest priorities for the CERP: reduction of diesel and other toxic air 
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contaminants; reduction of health risk due to air pollution; increasing trees and green spaces in 


the communities;  and addressing issues with heavy duty trucks – a long time source of air 


pollution and safety concerns in residential areas of Portside.  We thank staff for their 


willingness to include these aspirational metrics to express the community’s vision for clean air 


and to provide a yardstick to measure progress, even if it is not completely clear yet how to reach 


the goals.  We thank staff also for their extensive engagement with affected stakeholders to 


refine the goals and achieve a degree of consensus on including them. 


 


Support for Land Use Actions and Strategies 


 


EHC supports all land use strategies. The Land Use Committee included most of the community 


resident members of the Steering Committee, along with SANDAG representatives, and met 


over 12 times. This committee reflected deeply on the links between air quality and the land uses 


in Portside, and developed recommendations that link the CERP to other plans being done in our 


region,  including community land use plans, regional transportation plans,  San Diego’s Climate 


Action Plan (tree canopy), and the Port’s Harbor Drive Multiuse Corridor Study projects. The 


community identified high priority projects for limiting truck traffic on surface streets, grade 


separations to improve pedestrian safety and reduce traffic bottlenecks, and increase green 


spaces near homes. Additional strategies promote improvements in air quality at schools, and a 


health equity study of the community.  APCD staff met with all the agencies whose collaboration 


is needed on these actions, to make sure they are feasible. This extensive set of land use 


strategies is unique among the CERPs done to date, and distinguishes the Portside CERP.   


 


Support for Working Waterfront Strategies  


 


EHC supports all Working Waterfront strategies, with the edits to Action E-1 noted below. 


Subcommittee meetings had broad representation from the Steering Committee and affected 


agencies and industries. It included representation from ILWU, for whom it is important to have 


the opportunity to try out new zero emission equipment before it is purchased. A Teamsters 


representative also participated throughout the process.  


 


Support for Truck Strategies 


 


EHC supports the Heavy Duty Truck Strategies. These strategies provide for near term and 


longer term measures to shift heavy duty and medium duty trucks to zero emission vehicles over 


time.  


 


Support for Advocacy Measures  


 


EHC supports the inclusion of Advocacy Measures. Advocacy Measures are included in 


recognition that it is important for the Steering Committee and APCD to advocate in support of 


strong air quality protections in planning and rule making processes that have not yet begun or 


that will require a public process. This set of actions can allow the CERP to address issues at 


regional and state levels where decisions will be made that will affect air quality in Portside. 


Regulatory measures such as the proposed Advanced Clean Fleets rule, to be heard by the 


California Air Resources Board later this year, are appropriate for advocacy action under this 
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provision of the CERP.  


Recommended Additions 


 


EHC recommends the following additions to the draft CERP. 


 


Action E-1, Truck short-haul EV pilot program: language should match current MCAS wording 


for a truck shuttle program, as spelled out in the March 24, 2021 draft of the MCAS Truck 


Objective 1A: 


TRK Objective 1A: Develop a short-haul on-road ZE Truck Shuttle Program comprised 


of a trucking company and/or independent drivers to displace approximately 20,000 


diesel vehicle miles traveled (equal to about 12% of community miles) by 2024 and 


continuing through 2026.  


 


Action E-1: Add EV charging goal detail, removed from Overall Goals section at the 


recommendation of the CERP Subcommittee:  


 By July 2021, establish ZEV HD truck charging infrastructure plan and install 4 


fast charge stations by January 2022. 


Add Overall Goal 9 actions, removed from the Overall Goals at the recommendation of the 


CERP Subcommittee, to Working Waterfront Actions: 


 Port of San Diego to support funding for tree canopy; 


 Navy to increase tree canopy and barriers along Harbor Drive. 


Add consideration of the following District actions to raise the visibility and priority of welding 


emissions: 


 


 Adopt a welding rule modeled on South Coast AQMD Rule 1407.1 for chromium alloy 


metal melting, and incorporate Rule 1407 for non-chromium alloys to cover a 


broad range of welding operations. 


 


 Capture welding emissions discreetly, rather than as area sources, for Emissions 


Inventory Program and Health Risk Assessments; 


 


 Add emissions from welding to the Health Risk Assessment requirement for New Source 


Review for Toxic Air Contaminants. 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft Portside CERP. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
 


Joy Williams 


EHC Representative to AB 617 Steering Committee 
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May 7, 2021 

 

Domingo Vigil, Deputy Director 

San Diego County Air Pollution Control District 

10124 Old Grove Road | San Diego, California  92131 

 

Via email to: apcdoutreach@sdcounty.ca.gov 

 

Re: EHC Comments on Final Portside CERP 

 

Dear Mr. Vigil: 

 

Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) thanks San Diego Air Pollution Control District staff for 

the opportunity to comment on the draft Final Portside Community Emission Reduction Plan 

(CERP). 

Introduction 

 

Environmental Health Coalition (EHC) is a 41-year-old environmental justice organization.  

EHC builds grassroots campaigns to confront the unjust consequences of toxic pollution, 

discriminatory land use, and air pollution. Through leader development, organizing and 

advocacy, EHC improves the health of children, families, neighborhoods and the natural 

environment in the San Diego/Tijuana region.  EHC has participated in the AB 617 Steering 

Committee from its inception onward. We participated as well in all of the subcommittees that 

met to develop the actions and strategies in the draft CERP. 

 

This Community Emission Reduction Plan was developed through an almost 3-year community 

participatory process that began with Steering Committee meetings in October of 2018, and 

continued with active subcommittee meetings from June 2020 through the present. We thank the 

community members who have given so many hours of their time to engage in this process.  

 

We also thank APCD staff, including those leading the meetings and developing the CERP, as 

well as staff engaged in air monitoring, enforcement, and incentives programs.  Our comments 

on the draft CERP follow. 

 

Comments on Final CERP with Phase II Strategies and Actions 

 

Support for Overall Goals 

 

EHC supports the inclusion in Chapter 7, the Actions and Strategies chapter, of a set of Overall 

Goals for the CERP. These aspirational goals set forth quantified measures and timelines that 

address the community’s highest priorities for the CERP: reduction of diesel and other toxic air 
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contaminants; reduction of health risk due to air pollution; increasing trees and green spaces in 

the communities;  and addressing issues with heavy duty trucks – a long time source of air 

pollution and safety concerns in residential areas of Portside.  We thank staff for their 

willingness to include these aspirational metrics to express the community’s vision for clean air 

and to provide a yardstick to measure progress, even if it is not completely clear yet how to reach 

the goals.  We thank staff also for their extensive engagement with affected stakeholders to 

refine the goals and achieve a degree of consensus on including them. 

 

Support for Land Use Actions and Strategies 

 

EHC supports all land use strategies. The Land Use Committee included most of the community 

resident members of the Steering Committee, along with SANDAG representatives, and met 

over 12 times. This committee reflected deeply on the links between air quality and the land uses 

in Portside, and developed recommendations that link the CERP to other plans being done in our 

region,  including community land use plans, regional transportation plans,  San Diego’s Climate 

Action Plan (tree canopy), and the Port’s Harbor Drive Multiuse Corridor Study projects. The 

community identified high priority projects for limiting truck traffic on surface streets, grade 

separations to improve pedestrian safety and reduce traffic bottlenecks, and increase green 

spaces near homes. Additional strategies promote improvements in air quality at schools, and a 

health equity study of the community.  APCD staff met with all the agencies whose collaboration 

is needed on these actions, to make sure they are feasible. This extensive set of land use 

strategies is unique among the CERPs done to date, and distinguishes the Portside CERP.   

 

Support for Working Waterfront Strategies  

 

EHC supports all Working Waterfront strategies, with the edits to Action E-1 noted below. 

Subcommittee meetings had broad representation from the Steering Committee and affected 

agencies and industries. It included representation from ILWU, for whom it is important to have 

the opportunity to try out new zero emission equipment before it is purchased. A Teamsters 

representative also participated throughout the process.  

 

Support for Truck Strategies 

 

EHC supports the Heavy Duty Truck Strategies. These strategies provide for near term and 

longer term measures to shift heavy duty and medium duty trucks to zero emission vehicles over 

time.  

 

Support for Advocacy Measures  

 

EHC supports the inclusion of Advocacy Measures. Advocacy Measures are included in 

recognition that it is important for the Steering Committee and APCD to advocate in support of 

strong air quality protections in planning and rule making processes that have not yet begun or 

that will require a public process. This set of actions can allow the CERP to address issues at 

regional and state levels where decisions will be made that will affect air quality in Portside. 

Regulatory measures such as the proposed Advanced Clean Fleets rule, to be heard by the 

California Air Resources Board later this year, are appropriate for advocacy action under this 
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provision of the CERP.  

Recommended Additions 

 

EHC recommends the following additions to the draft CERP. 

 

Action E-1, Truck short-haul EV pilot program: language should match current MCAS wording 

for a truck shuttle program, as spelled out in the March 24, 2021 draft of the MCAS Truck 

Objective 1A: 

TRK Objective 1A: Develop a short-haul on-road ZE Truck Shuttle Program comprised 

of a trucking company and/or independent drivers to displace approximately 20,000 

diesel vehicle miles traveled (equal to about 12% of community miles) by 2024 and 

continuing through 2026.  

 

Action E-1: Add EV charging goal detail, removed from Overall Goals section at the 

recommendation of the CERP Subcommittee:  

 By July 2021, establish ZEV HD truck charging infrastructure plan and install 4 

fast charge stations by January 2022. 

Add Overall Goal 9 actions, removed from the Overall Goals at the recommendation of the 

CERP Subcommittee, to Working Waterfront Actions: 

 Port of San Diego to support funding for tree canopy; 

 Navy to increase tree canopy and barriers along Harbor Drive. 

Add consideration of the following District actions to raise the visibility and priority of welding 

emissions: 

 

 Adopt a welding rule modeled on South Coast AQMD Rule 1407.1 for chromium alloy 

metal melting, and incorporate Rule 1407 for non-chromium alloys to cover a 

broad range of welding operations. 

 

 Capture welding emissions discreetly, rather than as area sources, for Emissions 

Inventory Program and Health Risk Assessments; 

 

 Add emissions from welding to the Health Risk Assessment requirement for New Source 

Review for Toxic Air Contaminants. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft Portside CERP. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Joy Williams 

EHC Representative to AB 617 Steering Committee 
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